
Dear jim. 	 2/21/711 
As you know, I've boon trying to cleor up enough of the accumulation on oy cloak to be oblo to opread out oy original notes in C.A.75-1996 and the notes I said in reviewing them plum the dictating machine I've obtained. As you know fro: other enclosures, before going to bed last night I did what was required by FOlA lettorn going b ck to loot October that I found. I found more but was too tired to address it all. Because I think that boforo you go you should take thin up with ootcalfe I'll add a little detail that may be unnecessary for you sand I'll include a maroon no ycu won't have to take tine to make a Xerox. 
We ax% not snowed in although we have been twice. Our lone, which is an long as a football field, is all ice, soot for a alight folm of snow on top of it. oil has not •elke0 out to .01- road since the first anew. I've fallen twice in doing it, neither time hurting myself. Falling and bruirine are prohibited becauoJ of the danger of intern/11 blending. There is another snow foreoaat for today. 
What I've been doing is chipping away at the ice beginning at the door. I've cleared about 100 feet plum almost all of the circular part of the driveway near the house. For sae, in Ty present condition, tido; in hard and it tires oe. Someioas tires oe too much. But I hove not been able to get help except for a little while on Dunday, when a tall, strong friend came with hie six-foot non. They gavu up in leer than an hour. When I got ea tired as this can make me I do not fuoction well. My body aeons to struggle for oxygen in the blood and I seem not to romomber an well. Thin Ou why I did not woite you loot night about the FAA 12/1/77 lottor to no and my 12/3/77 letter to Bill Schaffer, which remain without response to now. The socond paragraph oO the Fill letter 	says "Also being forwarded aro four Baltioore Vie4i Office docuoonts and one Fill Roadquorters document, all of which pertain to photographs end on Artist's sketch of alleood ouroxtots in thin case." (The "alleged au sport are in the JFK case. In "this cane" there is og allogod suspoct.) 
In all these records cold:irm may account of my having given the Fall copies of py pictures through the editor of the local afternoon paper because the local RA was not in toon and that I expected their return through the editor, who was considering using them first. Thous documents also say were there are other relevant FBI files relating to thane prints tool even whore t e missing prints were at the time the records were made. As I've told the FBI, without response. .there shoyld be other FBI records that are relevant extending from around hero through -innoapolis to San Ironcisco. What the DJ lawyers do not knou, probably because tOon,  credit all the FBI mythologies, is that these original picture o rrTrosent a major aninforsaution operation an- that for none yea= I've made nano effort to deter their miauoe. 
Although the Dellaa r000rd of an investigation avoided the most important single person to have been questioned, the than chief erlioirool deputy sheriff, they report what o know to be true, that the original pictures are of oen o f whom names no record appears to have been made at the time or the JFK auoasoinatiora. The ia also managed not to get !Ind forward all the details. 
When °arrison was about to go ape over those pictures just after the 1968 election and I learned about it I drew upon two friends in Dallas, one a former FBI agent and tit. other a public official. The former FOI agent made his own investigation for me, based on a picture that showed only two of the men, and the public official had a police investi- gator make an investigation booed upon the cooplote set. Neither knew I had asked the other. Both investigations dovetailed. I also made inquiries of the managing editor of the paper whose photographer took the original pictures. 
As I believe I say in L,;,f,um(ooko,thore is little doubt that the sketch forwarded by the Le at, 'Mexico City, was bawd upon one of those pictures, not a view of a man. 



I believe that on the one hand this is sufficiently suspicious for the F3I to want 
to core clean over it an on the other hand to motivate it not to depending on its 
attitude today. But there is no doubt that this is an Item of sAy 1969 requests and that 
as of today there has not been compliance with that item of the request-even after I took 
the time to write Scheffer about it and even after Lynne spoke to thu FBI twice and told 
Judge tarcen it would be taken care of expeditiously. 

The first of those attached records, of 4/29/68, has stamped on it,"DO POT DEaTROY- 
PENDIA; LITIGATION." So it would seem that the aeltimere i.O. knew about the record and 
the need to preserve it prier to this request from He - and still did not provide it. 

The eonelading paragraph recommends the making of prints so the originals can be 
returned. Then there is a note that as best i can read it nays  "copies mode 4/30/613 
ft orig rtd to ldchtinger." Ronald Lichtinger is the nama of the local h.1, the name I 
gave the FBI early on in this. 

Or, Liohtingor had the originals and they were not retu ned to ee. Per has any one 
of the copies been located or offered. 

The dictating initials are those of Liehtinger. 
The second of the records I quote shows that on 5/3/6i copies wore sent by regiatored 

mail to Dana= and eemphin, from ...ach there had not been compliance— oven though the 
F.4 claims that eli the "emphis file° wore eLnt to n anu wars searched at ha -AFTER I 
made an issue of non-compliance with this atom. 

I forgot, the first of the records I quote ham inclination that it was indezed, 
.:caning that I should have received this record under my EA raiu-at of wore than to 
year ago. I did riDt. 

Dallas did not respond. until 01/68, when it sent two copies each to Baltimore and 
Ileaphie, with an enclosure to amiable. Dallas filed copies in three of itu own files. 
In all cases, as in usual, file numbere are given. 

This is to say that the search is known to be incowplete, that all the known records 
were not provided, and that since I wrote tiehaffor about this more than two arm-, a half 
months ago despite its pretensions and representations Civil has simply refused to do 
anything to get the ha to conpiy. 

They have not even bothered to acknowledge my letter. 
And they certainly have not claiumi they can t understand it, even though to get 

those things done I write in haste. 
At the name time there should be relevant records in Civil relating to other pictures 

I've sought in this case, those of scene of the crime. Civil either has not searched 
Or has succeeded in missing what should be the obvious. 

is this why I've been forced to jot so much farther behind in all my work? Deco 
nay represent Civil's int:Great in getting compliance and bfinaina the case to an end? 
Is this the way it acts aftct the roprosentatione it has made to the judge? This is 
good faith? Its diltance? 

If aotcalfe is oonearnea about the wento of gov'rnmont money, why has he not read 
and done sourthing about this; specific 4  gave Schaffer no long ago? 

I told Civil I had told the FBI where to obtain these records. I did it in writing. 
I suggested, returning again to Hetcalfo's concern over governm.mt money, that Civil 
have a para)egn1 go over all my letters to the FBI. I await a response after three months. 
B4 I have not received a single piece of paper As a result of ay suaaeation an taking 
that time to Bove. the government's money. 

If a paralegal has not gone over what I wrote the FBI, why has not Metcalfe done this 
as a mcaningfai meeting of his responsibilities if not as a manifestation of his concern 
over how government money is ousted? 

There are many such cases. I have picked thin one only because it wan stacked up on 
may desk, because I told Civil more than it needed to know, anti becaun" it is so simple 
an illustration of so much — including where Civil in °lamina from and where it appears 
to want to go. 



The:a is another uaefelneas in this specific. It has aloe been sworn to falsely. 
Wiseman swore to having made u search of IPLID4 files for the pictures and swore that 
there were neither pictures nor racer's of pictures. aero we have the proof of the 
false swearing IA0 what I believe in material), of this persieting iu the false owe ring 
after I proved it to be false, of never huvini.: relieved it in th court record, and of 
all the Loverneent's lawyers perpetuating it by seeing to it that there still is not 
complianee so long after I dos what they asked of no and givo them proofs an well as 
leads for searching. 

Cf course I an offended over all of thin and over Ectealfe's interference with the 
agreement impelled upon me, especially when hs fails to pee to compliance when ho could 
have used the time of his interference in seeing to complieom from the records I did 
proviae. 

thin kid of record — and it is true of much besides this one illustration — 
of course I ask. myself when and how it will ever end. 

To me the record is one of the lawyers protecting the 	deliberate 1:pawn:mess 
while pretending otherwise to the judge and succeeding in transferring the burden of 
proof onto me. 

here than a year ago I told the 4udge that frmn any experience there would he no 
end to the non—complianoe unless there was sons punishment for those who have offended. 
I believe this illustration is one of of;WInsea against the Act and of deliberateness 
in it on all levels, including by all thr lawyers involved. 1 hclieve it nine involves 
the lawyers in minleadine the 3udge, 

So I therefore as asking yeu to consider invoking the punitive provisions. In this 
case I have given the Fla end thu Civil lawyers muoh more. than I am required to and meek,  
mart,  then they need — and they renain silent, oil of them. 

If you'd like I'll take time for other illostrations. They exist an I can think 
of eons without eoarching. 

Sincerely, 

Sorry there will not be ties to mad 
and correct this before the mail is 
picked up. 


